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“Teachers can change lives with just the right mix of chalk and challenges” 

  
Every year, the birth anniversary of Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan on the 5th of 
September is celebrated as Teachers’ Day in India.  
 
Bishop’s has always valued and appreciated its teachers and the many efforts they take 
to make their students’ education easier. 

 
Therefore this Teachers’ Day, the students 
of The Bishop’s School and Junior College, 
Camp took the opportunity to express their 
gratitude towards all the educators by 
arranging a small programme for them as 
a token of appreciation for their hard work. 
 
The event, which was spearheaded by the 
Junior College, was held on Thursday, 8th 
of September 2022 in the Lorna Roberts 
Auditorium for the enitre staff of the school 
to witness.  

 
The programme was opened by the 
anchors of the event, Joshua Peter and 

Ira Bhosale, who gave a warm welcome 
to all the teachers and heads of the 
school present. 
 



Everyone was then led into a word of prayer by Meghna Mallik. Thereafter the Principal 
and Honorary Secretary, Mr Edwin gave an 
address to the audience and proceeded to felicitate 

Mr Ramesh Bendre and Mr Bose N V who were 
awarded for their services to the school. 
Mr.Edwin was then felicitated by one of the 

organizing team members, Urvi Gurav. 
 
A jovial atmosphere was set up in the hall 
after Aanya Tejwani and Bryan Lobo 
came dressed up as mock lecturers for 
the day. Providing the teachers with an 

entirely fresh perspective on what it truly 

felt like to be in their classroom, they filled 
the hall with roars of laughter and 

amusement.  
 

 
Later on, the dancers took to the 

stage to demonstrate their 
moves on the popular pop 
renditions of today as well as 
the pop hits of the ‘70s and ‘90s 
and received heaps of cheers 
and applauses from the 
audience as they lit up the 
stage with their rhythmic 
choreography.  
 
The next bit of the program was 
a game titled ‘What’s In the 
Box.’ Conducted by the 
anchors, the game involved an 
audience member coming up 

and putting their hand through 
the arm-holes on either side of the 

box and guessing what was in it. Playing out to be a fun-filled segment, it generated 
some very amusing responses 

from the audience as they tried 
guessing the mysterious items.  
 
Afterwards, ‘Tea Time Therapy’, 
a skit written by Prerna Daswani 
and Irisha Adhikari was 
performed. The play, set up to be 
a therapy session, offered up an 
interesting take on the teachers 
of today and delivered plenty of 
relatable and comical moments 
from the actors.  
 
 
 



 
Tarang Rathi then took the stage to conduct a trivia game called ‘The Hunger Games, 
which was based upon the popular Indian television show ‘Kaun Banega Crorepati’ 
Quizzing the teachers on a variety of topics, the segment turned out to be one of the 
highlights of the program with many eager teachers volunteering to answer the 
questions as their students would, on a pop quiz.  
 

         The teachers were then presented with a 
video message prepared by the alumni of the 

school who reminisced the fond memories 
they had created with them.  

 
In the last bit of it, The Junior College 

band took to the stage to perform the 
songs ‘Let It Be by The Beatles and 
‘Yellow’ by Coldplay and drew the 
program to a perfect end with their 

talented performances. 
 

The Vote of Thanks concluding the event was 
delivered by the Head Boy, Mohammed 

Rajkotwala and the Vice Head Girl, Savni Apte.  
 

The event, therefore, prospered at what it set out to achieve and so 
much more. Leaving all the teachers in high spirits by the end, it was 
the perfect way of saying ‘thank you for all the unstinted guidance 
and inspiration that the teachers offer to the students.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 

-       Ira Bhosale  
               XI D Commerce  

 


